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ARIS Architect / ARIS Designer

Restrict access to ARIS reports 
and macros

Not all ARIS users need access to all standard ARIS reports or macros. Users often request 
functionality and analysis options that fit their role, need and purpose and that they know how 
to use. That’s why you can now set up restrictions per report that limit access to relevant users or 
user groups.

Test Designer Extension Pack 
for ARIS Designer

ARIS Test Designer is available as an own extension pack for ARIS Designer.

Import and update pictures via 
report API

• The standard reporting API has been extended to both import/insert pictures into models as 
well as update pictures in the model

• Supports GIF, JPG, PNG and EMF formats, which can be inserted into model types; matrix 
model is the only exception

System user of database can 
backup and reorganize their 
database

• The functional administrator role with system user rights for one or several databases can 
run a backup and reorganize the database without the high-level privilege called “database 
administration” that grants full access to all databases on the tenant

• Segregation of duties and clear role assignment are maintained

Customer experience 
management method 
extensions

To better represent and analyze information from customer experience management, two 
additional connection types are now allowed in the standard model type called “Customer 
Journey Landscape.” You can specify which customer lifecycle stage encompasses which 
customer journeys. You also can put customer journeys in order and define predecessorship of 
one customer journey to another.

ARIS for SAP Solutions

Important note: 
Support for Solution Manager 
7.2

Please note that ARIS will support the new API of SAP® Solution Manager as part of a dedicated 
service release based on SR5 - which is planned for October 2016. Further it will include a script-
based migration for Solution Manager 7.1 projects in ARIS.

As this may affect your current project plans, please check regularly on the dedicated article:  
http://ariscommunity.com/users/josephe-blondaut/2016-08-17-aris-secures-your-sap-investments

http://ariscommunity.com/users/josephe-blondaut/2016-08-17-aris-secures-your-sap-investments
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ARIS Cloud

ARIS Mobile/API Access This capability is now available in ARIS Cloud.

ARIS Connect/ARIS Cloud

Saving search filter favorites

Easy user access to information for end-users is crucial for the success of a portal. A process 
manager wants quick access to his or her processes while a new employee wants to find 
everything that is related to the new job. The search offers access to all this information. 
Searches can be stored on the client for quick access, to define searches like “what content am 
I am responsible for?” and to quickly run these search queries again. Moreover, central search 
queries show up with every end user.

Collaboration permissions (for 
ARIS items)

Customers have asked for a more advanced means to control the access to collaboration 
functionality. Now with dedicated collaboration permission, you can control per content item 
based on ARIS groups with read-access only to collaboration, who can actively collaborate and 
who can have no collaboration at all.

Collaboration audience - 
implementation

Customers have asked for a more advanced means to control the access to collaboration 
functionality. Now with the collaboration audience feature, people can control who will be 
able to see each activity. The control is done via collaboration groups and UMC groups. Only 
members of a group can see collaboration content shared with the group.

Matrix model in ARIS Connect As requested by customers, matrix models can now be viewed in the portal.

Business Model Canvas in ARIS 
Connect

The Business Model Canvas model type is now available in ARIS Connect Designer and related 
products.

Show occurrences in the portal
Customers have asked for a way to navigate based on the occurrence-definition-occurrence 
relation. The portal now offers a standard component in the diagram view that can be used to 
navigate to other occurrences of a selected item.

Default new table sort by 
process flow

The portal now provides an advanced support of sorting options that can be set differently per 
item type (e.g., process, chain). While an X-Y sorting might be the preferred option for a value 
chain, processes are sorted by process flow. The default behavior can be changed in the XML 
configuration.

Control access to documents in 
ARIS Document Storage 

You can prevent users from accessing certain parts of the ARIS Document Storage to restrict 
access to information that may not be relevant to a certain user or user groups. This is done by 
setting up and managing access rights on document folders. 

License Management
You can create pools of licenses that are dedicated to certain business units. This grants 
exclusive consumption by an assigned user group and allows economies of scale for the license 
purchasing agents while giving full flexibility for the different license consumers in the company.

CXM factsheet in ARIS Connect
Factsheets are available for Customer Journey Landscapes including for each Customer Journey 
the attributes Business Driver, Business Driver Impact on Transformation as well as overall 
Customer Experience.

One report for all controls
You now can fill in several controls in dialogues with just one single report. Until now, one report 
per each control was necessary resulting in complex design and slower execution. This is a 
requirement from various customer projects.

Display meta information in 
portal on methods and objects

Customers have asked to be able to display method information (such as model types and 
symbol types) in fact sheets—for instance, so that models with the same name are generated 
automatically. This can now be configured for all fact sheets and the glossary to show meta 
information in regards to the model method.
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ARIS Connect/ARIS Cloud

Search filtering for models 
(ARIS Connect Designer)

Advanced search filtering is now available for ARIS Connect Designer for models. Models can be 
filtered according to model types and attributes. Selecting a search result opens the modeling 
environment of ARIS Connect.

Search extension of ARIS 
Document Storage

Advanced search filtering is also available for documents stored in the ARIS Document Storage. 
You can use these attributes as filters: last changed, creation date and owner.

Search filtering for 
collaboration

The advanced search filtering is now made available for all ARIS Connect users in regards to 
collaboration.

Enhancements on table-based 
modeling

With table-based modeling, lanes of BPMN™ model types can be created via key input and 
objects can be moved between lanes with key input (F4). Keyboard navigation is also extended.

Start reports in repository view 
and harmonizing report UIs 

In ARIS Connect, you can now start reports from the repository view on one or several selected 
items, such as database, groups, models and objects. Standard reports are available. You can 
see the context in which a report was started, such as a dedicated model. Executed reports 
show the context in which they were started, such as the related process model name “sales 
order processing”.

Change version within ARIS 
Document Storage

The Microsoft® SharePoint® integration with ARIS Document Storage offers the option to change 
document versions from the ARIS user interface and refer to it. 

ARIS GRC

Object-specific manager roles

Manager roles in ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager had access to all their respective data either 
at a cross-client level or client-specific level. For many use cases, it makes sense to also restrict 
access rights for manager roles to dedicated elements. Object-specific manager roles are now 
also provided for test cases, surveys, sign-off processes and deficiencies.

Automated data import 
from ARIS to ARIS Risk & 
Compliance Manager

Importing master data from ARIS to ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager can now be executed 
by command without generating an XML file that then has to be imported into ARIS Risk & 
Compliance Manager.

Script-based reporting using 
ARIS Report Server

Reports that can be executed in ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager can now be defined in ARIS 
using ARIS Report Server. No need for XML configuration of reports in ARIS Risk & Compliance 
Manager. Adaption of reports does no longer needs a new “release” of ARIS Risk & Compliance 
Manager. The first part of ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager reports is available based on that 
technical basis.

Automated generation of 
issues for non-compliant audit 
steps

Issue management as standard remediation workflow:

An audit step owner has to decide if an issue should be generated automatically for a non-
compliant-significant audit step.

Risk scoring based on 
qualitative assessment

Calculating a risk score : 

In a qualitative risk assessment, based on the values defined for impact types, a risk score is 
calculated (similar to expected loss on quantitative assessment) to allow ranking of risks.

Improved configuration 
capabilities for email

Emails sent by ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager can now address external email recipients 
(people who don’t use the product).

Enforceable segregation of 
duties 

ARIS Risk & Compliance Manager can now be configured so a user who has roles with a possible 
conflict in segregation of duties can no longer execute both roles with the same form. In other 
words, the reviewer cannot be the same person as owner. 

Improved user handling

User handling is improved and now offers:

• Multiselect for object reactivation

• Select  object s with “Today” attribute in just one click

• “Recommended” attributes (the ones that will become mandatory ones) for a specific status  
are highlighted / marked 
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ARIS Process Governance

Table representation of history 
(input data, output data)

Until now, for debugging/information purposes, only XML code was shown in the process 
administration of ARIS Process Governance. You can now see this with a table overview. 

Custom buttons for custom 
workflows in ARIS Connect

Instead of a drop-down selection where customers can choose a specific ARIS Process 
Governance workflow in ARIS Connect, custom buttons can now be configured to be shown in 
the portal to start a dedicated ARIS Process Governance workflow. 

Visualizing process execution A diagram now shows the state of the process execution in ARIS Process Governance.

Deactivation of user 
notifications

User notifications can be deactivated completely via configuration. Thus, a workflow can be run 
in project environment without configured email server for development and testing purposes.

Time column in delegation 
history 

You’ll now find a date/time column in the delegation history dialog on the process board.

One report for all controls
You now can fill in several controls in dialogues with just one single report. Until now, one report 
per each control was necessary resulting in complex design and slower execution. This is a 
requirement from various customer projects.

Report support for user-
chooser control

You can now to fill in a user-chooser control with a report in order to set the initial selection and 
the user-group filter dynamically. 

Import/export of ARIS Process 
Governance configuration via 
process administration

Configurations of ARIS Process Governance can be easily saved for backup purposes and 
restored for configuration purposes in process administration.

Technical enhancements The overall technical infrastructure has been improved to meet several customer requests.

Extended ARIS Process 
Governance service 

Saving attribute(s) in ARIS Process Governance now accepts empty values in order to delete 
maintained attribute values. 

Technical improvements

Performance improvement for 
queries and spreadsheets

Extensive performance improvements were made to queries and spreadsheets.  

Query execution is now up to 70% faster. But also update speed in case of template or style 
changes improved up to 60%.

Fine grained configuration of 
user management console 
(UMC) audit logs

ARIS user management allows the complete recording of audit logs that can be filtered at query 
time only. To avoid large sets of audit data that eventually affect system performance, you can 
now use form-based configuration option to define which events you really want to log.

Tenant management 
enhancements  

Tenant management bundle is now embedded and included in overall setup for installation and 
allows updates as well as master tenant backup and restore. This enables a smooth migration of 
tenants.
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